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Elscint launches a new Vibratory Bowl Feeder Video 

Elscint has launched a new video showcasing its vibratory bowl feeders. The video 
contains footage of a total of 6 different bowl feeders as well as a double outlet elevator. 
The first one is of a vibratory bowl feeder, namely, Model 400, feeding a plastic clip. It is 
fed at a speed of 120 parts per minute. It also has an escapement or singulator to release one 
clip at a time. The second one is of a 6 outlet (through two bowl feeders) bowl feeder for 
feeding of razor cartridges (blades with cover). This includes a double outlet elevator feeder 
feeding to the two bowl feeders, each one feeding in 3 lines. The total speed which was 
achieved was 320 parts per minute. Next comes a small bowl (diameter 300 mm) feeding 
small screws in two rows along with a linear vibrator. The video after this is again of double 
bowl feeders, one feeding 4 rows and one feeding in 3 rows. The parts being fed are camphor 
tablets and they are fed vertically (standing) onto a linear vibrator where they are converged 
into a single track. After this, a cap bowl feeder is showcased which feeds at a speed of 150 
caps per minute in open side facing ground orientation. The last video is of a dry cell battery 
part feeding at a speed of more than 800 parts per minute with orientation in a Model 400 
outer track bowl. You can watch this video in detail.  

 

 

Welcome to the June edition of the Elscint Ahead Newsletter. I am glad to inform that Elscint has 
been working during this phase of lockdown without any break. There have been challenges, 
especially as oxygen gas is not available for industry as well as with the rising infections. However, 
the cases in this part of India have now reduced and most activities are back to normal. Coming to 
this edition of the newsletter, you can download the pdf version as also the the back copies of 
the Elscint Ahead Newsletter. 
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Feeding of forged washers  

Elscint recently completed a project where in the 
requirement was for feeding of washers which 
were made by forging. There were various sizes 
which were to be fed, right from dia 30 mm to dia 
48 mm. There was a small counter bore on one side 
and orientation required was that the counter bore 
to be facing sky. Speed required was above 100 
parts per minute. Considering the orientation 
required (the washers came equally in both the 
directions), the speed required was very high. 
Hence, Elscint used a special type of tooling 
orientation wherein if the washers came in counter 
bore being up, they were taken forward and in case 
they came in reverse orientation, they were flipped 
and used. Further, a poka-yoke was provided at the 
outlet whereby any washer coming with the wrong 
orientation fell down. Elscint also provided an 
overflow mechanism so that in case the outlet of 
the bowl feeder is closed, the parts kept falling 
back into the bowl. This is required for high speed 
bowl feeders so that one need not switch on / off 
the bowl continuously. A stainless steel step type 
bowl was used for this application and it was 
coated with Elscinthane PU coating with a rough 
texture, which ensured that even if the washers 
were oily, they will move fast in the bowl. 
Changeover tooling provided for the various sizes 
was made in such a way that even a unskilled 
worker could easily operate the same. The drive 
unit used was Model 400, which has an excellent 
build quality and huge load carrying capacity of 30 
kgs. The weight of the drive unit itself is 120 kgs, 
making it very sturdy and stable, thus capable of 
providing continuous duty operation for years 
together. 

If correct bowl and drive unit is used, then even 
if a single part is loaded in the bowl, it comes out 
of the bowl in less than 60 seconds. You can 
watch this video of a single part coming out. A 
total of 3 similar bowl feeders were manufactured 
and supplied to a customer in South India. Hence, 
for such critical requirements, Elscint is the go to 
bowl feeder manufacturer for most companies. 
Also watch the video of the Bowl feeder in 
operation. 
 

 

 


